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Isoscaling in statistical models
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Different statistical multifragmentation models have been used to study isoscaling, i.e., the factorization of
the isotope ratios from two reactions, into fugacity terms of proton and neutron number,R21(N,Z)
5Y2(N,Z)/Y1(N,Z)5C exp(aN1bZ). Even though the primary isotope distributions are quite different
from the final distributions due to evaporation from the excited fragments, the values ofa andb are not much
affected by sequential decays.a is shown to be mainly sensitive to the proton-to-neutron composition of the
emitting source and may be used to study isospin-dependent properties in nuclear collisions, such as, the
symmetry energy in the equation of state of asymmetric nuclear matter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our understanding of nuclear collision mechanisms is
tained from measuring particles emitted during nuclear c
lisions @1#. The importance of the isotopic degree of freedo
to obtain information about charge equilibration and t
charge asymmetry dependent terms of the nuclear equa
of state has prompted measurements of isotope distribut
beyondZ52 @2–6#. The availability of these data makes
possible to examine systematic trends exhibited by the
tope distributions@7#.

Ideally, primary fragments should be detected right af
emission in order to extract information about the collisio
However, the time scale of a nuclear reaction (10220 s,
@5,6#! is much shorter than the time scale for particle det
tion (10210 s) and most particles decay to stable isotope
their ground states before being detected. It is, theref
important to study model predictions of both primary a
secondary isotope distributions@8#.

Recently, isotope yields from the central collisions
112Sn1112Sn, 112Sn1124Sn, 124Sn1112Sn, and 124Sn
1124Sn collisions have been measured@2#. The ratio of iso-
tope yields from two different reactions, 1 and 2,R21(N,Z)
5Y2(N,Z)/Y1(N,Z), is found to exhibit an exponential re
lationship as a function of the isotope neutron numberN, and
proton number,Z @2,7#;

R21~N,Z!5Y2~N,Z!/Y1~N,Z!5C exp~aN1bZ!, ~1!

*On leave from the Institute of Modern Physics, Lanzhou, Chi
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where C is an overall normalization factor,a and b are
empirical parameters. In Fig. 1, the isotope yield rati
R21(N,Z), of central collisions of124Sn1124Sn ~reaction 2!
and 112Sn1112Sn ~reaction 1! are plotted as a function o
neutron numberN. Isotope ratios of the same element rep
sented by one symbol tend to lie on a straight line. The so
and dashed lines are best fits of the data to Eq.~1! with a
50.361, b520.417, andC51.163. The agreement be
tween data and Eq.~1! is excellent. The parametri

.

FIG. 1. Experimental isoscaling behavior exhibited by the c
tral 112Sn1112Sn, and124Sn1124Sn collisions@2#. The data are the
nuclide yield ratios,R21(N,Z) from the two reactions plotted as
function ofN. The isotopes of different elements lie along differe
lines. The solid and dashed lines represent the best fit to Eq.~1!.
©2001 The American Physical Society15-1
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zation of Eq.~1! has been found in a variety of reaction
over a wide range of energy and the phenomenon is ter
isoscaling@7#.

Equation ~1! can be derived from the primary isotop
yields assuming that at breakup the system may be app
mated by an infinite equilibrated system and by employ
the grand canonical ensemble. In this case, predictions
the observed isotopic yield from reactioni are governed by
both the neutron and proton chemical potentials,m in andm ip
and the temperatureT, plus the individual binding energies
B(N,Z), of the various isotopes@9,10#

Yi~N,Z!5Fi~N,Z!exp@B~N,Z!/T#exp~Nm in /T1Zm ip /T!.
~2!

The factorFi(N,Z) includes information about the sec
ondary decay from both particle stable and particle unsta
states to the final ground state yields. If the main differen
between system 1 and 2 is the isospin@2,9,10#, then the
binding energy terms in Eq.~2! cancel out in the ratio of
Y2(N,Z)/Y1(N,Z). If one further assumes that the influen
of secondary decay on the yield of a specific isotope is si
lar for the two reactions, i.e.F1(N,Z)'F2(N,Z), then
Eq. ~1! is obtained, r̂n5exp(Dmn /T)5exp(a) and r̂p
5exp(Dmp /T)5exp(b) are the relative ratios of the fre
neutron and free proton densities in the two systems, wh
Dmn andDmp are the differences in the neutron and prot
chemical potentials. The empirical observation that t
fugacity dependence is respected suggests that the effe
sequential decays onR21(N,Z) is small and thatR21(N,Z)
reflects the properties of the primary source@2#. If true,
R21(N,Z) may be an important and robust observable. F
thermore, Eq.~1! allows one to extrapolate isotope yield
over a wide range of the reacting systems from the meas
ments of a few selected isotopes@7#.

Since the grand canonical limit is strictly valid only fo
statistical fragment production in an infinite dilute equi
brated system, it is important to study the validity of t
scaling behavior of Eq.~1! with realistic models. In this pa
per, we demonstrate that the isoscaling property of Eq.~1! is
also predicted by three additional statistical models, the
crocanonical and canonical statistical multifragmentat
models as well as the expanding emission source~EES!
model. In all three models, isoscaling is affected on
slightly by sequential decays, anda andb are mainly sen-
sitive to the proton-to-neutron composition of the emitti
source. In a future paper, we will discuss predictions of n
equilibrium transport models, such as, the Boltzma
Nordheim-Vlasov@11# and antisymmetrized molecular dy
namics models@12#.

II. MICROCANONICAL STATISTICAL
MULTIFRAGMENTATION MODEL

To explore the effect of secondary decays onR21(N,Z),
we first employ a detailed sequential decay simulation
deexcite primary fragments created in the microcanon
statistical multifragmentation model@13#. Such models have
been used successfully to describe fragment multiplicity d
05461
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tributions, charge distributions, mean kinetic energies, a
mean transverse energies of the emitted particles from m
tifragmentation processes@14,15#. However, the most com
monly used statistical multifragmentation model~SMM!
code@16,17# contains only a schematic treatment of the s
quential decays of excited fragments and does not incl
much of the nuclear structure information needed to desc
the secondary decay of hot primary fragments. A new i
proved sequential decay algorithm@13# has been develope
to address the secondary decay problem. Each decay
the initial excited fragment is calculated using tabulat
branching ratios when available@18#, or by using the Hauser
Feshbach formalism@19#, when such information is unavail
able. Aside from incorporating empirical information on th
binding energies of the nuclei, the new algorithm includ
accurate structural information, such as, the discrete bo
states and resonant states for nuclei up toZ515 @13,20#.
This new sequential decay algorithm is coupled to the SM
code of Ref.@21#, which was chosen mainly for the ease
incorporating the sequential decays of the primary fra
ments. This newly modified SMM code is referred as SMM
MSU in this paper. The physics results should be simila
other SMM codes are used. However, it is worthwhile
note that this SMM code samples the multifragment ph
space according to the procedure of Ref.@21# and not accord-
ing to the Monte Carlo event generation procedure of R
@16,17#. This allows the calculation of low fragment yields o
the neutron- or proton-rich isotopes more precisely.

As the primary goal of this paper is to understand t
general behavior of various models, we will refrain fro
fitting data by changing model parameters. Instead, we
use previous studies as a guide@22,23# and choose reason
able and consistent parameters in performing the calc
tions. We have chosen source sizes corresponding to 75
the collision systems112Sn1112Sn and124Sn1124Sn, an ex-
citation energy ofE* /A56 MeV, and a breakup density o
1/6r0. The general conclusion of this paper would n
change if other source sizes were used. We characterize
neutron and proton composition of the source by the neutr
to-proton ratio, N/Z or the isospin asymmetryd5(N
2Z)/A5(N/Z21)/(N/Z11). To achieve a statistical accu
racy of better than 10% for most isotopes, 108 sample parti-
tions were generated in the calculations for each sys
shown in this paper. The uncertainties in the yields w
estimated by repeating the calculation with different rand
number.

To examine the effects of secondary decay, the predic
carbon isotope distributions from SMM-MSU are shown
Fig. 2. The primary distributions from a source ofA5186,
N/Z51.48 are shown as open points joined by a dashed
while the final distributions after secondary decay are sho
as closed circles joined by a solid line in the top panel. Ty
cally, the error bars are smaller than the size of the symb
for most of the isotopes except the very neutron or prot
rich ones. The primary distributions are wide and spread o
a large range of neutron-rich nuclei and peak around14C.
After sequential decays, the distributions are much narro
and peaked near12C, more in agreement with experiment
observation. Such narrowing of isotope distributions due
5-2
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ISOSCALING IN STATISTICAL MODELS PHYSICAL REVIEW C64 054615
sequential decays has been well established@13,24–26#.
It has been suggested in Ref.@27# that the isotope distri-

butions are sensitive to the proton and neutron composi
of the sources from which the fragments are emitted.
explore this issue, we eliminate the size effect by chang
the charge of the emitting source but keeping the size c
stant, i.e.,A5186. The carbon isotope distributions after se
ondary decay withN/Z51.48 ~closed circles! and N/Z
51.24 ~open squares! are compared in the bottom panel
Fig. 2. As expected, more neutron-rich isotopes (A.12) are
produced from the neutron-richer system, while the oppo
is true for the proton-rich isotope yields. This trend is co
sistent with the experimental observation@2#. It suggests that
isotope yield distributions can be used to study proper
that reflect the isospin asymmetry of the emitting source

Figure 2 illustrates an important point that the isosp
effects on isotope yields are much reduced by sequentia
cays. The differences between the final isotope yields fr
two systems with different isospin asymmetry are much l
than those between primary and final isotope distributions
is thus important to search for observables, such as, rela
isotope ratios, which cancel out some of the effects of
quential decays, binding energy, etc. on isotope producti

In Fig. 3, the relative isotope ratiosR21(N,Z) are plotted
as a function ofN for the primary~top panel! and secondary
isotope~bottom panel! yields predicted by the SMM-MSU
model code. We chooseA15168 and Z1575 (N1 /Z1
51.24, d150.107) andA25186, Z2575 (N2 /Z251.48,
d250.194) for sources 1 and 2 whereAi andZi are the mass
and charge numbers of sourcei. The open symbols represe
R21(N,Z) of odd-Z elements while the closed symbols a
predicted ratios for the even-Z elements. The ratios of bot

FIG. 2. Differential multiplicities atuCM590° for carbon iso-
topes as a function of the mass number of the isotope. Top pa
primary yields are denoted by open points connected by the da
lines while the solid points joined by solid lines denote the yie
after sequential decays~see text for details!. Bottom panel: Final
carbon isotope yields for two systems with different isospin asy
metries, closed circles ford50.194, N/Z51.48 and open square
for d50.107, N/Z51.24. The source size is kept constant atA
5N1Z5186.
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primary and secondary fragments closely follow the tre
described by Eq.~1!; isotopes of the sameZ, plotted with the
same symbol, lie along lines with similar slope in the sem
log plots. For comparison, the solid and dashed lines co
spond to the calculations using the best-fit values ofa, b,
andC of Eq. ~1! to the predicted ratios. Since more neutro
rich isotopes are produced from the neutron-rich system,
slopes of these lines are positive.

More importantly, the slopes are similar for all elemen
before and after sequential decay. This result seems sur
ing considering the big difference between the primary a
secondary distributions shown in the top panel of Fig. 2,
it corroborates the assumption thatR21(N,Z) is not very sen-
sitive to sequential decays and justifies the empirical
proach of Eq.~2! to approximate the effect of sequenti
decays by a constant multiplicative factor for reactions w
similar excitation energy and temperature@2#. The exponen-
tial dependence onZ in Eq. ~1! suggests that the vertica
spacing between adjacent elements should be the s
However, this latter requirement is not strictly observed
the predicted results, especially for the final yield ratios. T
solid and dashed lines in the upper panel show the best fi
Eq. ~1! with a50.40 andb520.50. The scaling parameter
extracted after secondary decays in the bottom panel is
same for the neutron slope parametera50.40, but the proton
slope parameterb520.41 is different, which may indicate
the importance of Coulomb effects@28#.

For oxygen isotopes, the agreement between predicted
tios after sequential decays and the best fit lines is not v
good. This discrepancy may be an artifact from the sequ
tial decay algorithm used. The current secondary decay c
which has structural information for nuclei up toZ515, may
not be reliable for secondary yields with largeZ. The effect
of incomplete structural information on sequential decays

el:
ed

-

FIG. 3. Predicted~symbols! relative isotope ratios,R21(N,Z), of
Eq. ~1! for the two systems,A15168, Z1575 andA25186, Z2

575 using the SMM-MSU code@13,20# as a function ofN obtained
from the primary isotope yields~upper panel! and the final yields
after sequential decays~lower panel!. Solid and dashed lines ar
best fits to Eq.~1! using the predicted ratios.
5-3
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M. B. TSANG et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 054615
illustrated in Fig. 4. The histograms represent calculati
for the carbon~upper panel! and oxygen~lower panel! iso-
tope distributions that use the Hauser-Feshbach decay
malism@19# and take into account all the experimental stru
tural information up toZ515. Closed points joined by
dashed lines are the isotope distributions when the Hau
Feshbach formalism is used with the experimental struct
information up toZ510 only @13#. In both cases, decays o
heavier fragments not calculated via the Hauser-Feshb
approach are calculated with the Weisskopf formalism a
liquid-drop binding energies@29,30#. While the yields for the
carbon isotopes are similar with both decay tables, the yie
for the neutron-rich oxygen isotopes are quite different.
quential decay calculations with more complete structure
formation predict more yields for neutron-rich oxygen is
topes. This indicates that sequential charged particle de
plays an important role in producing neutron-rich isotop
and that structure information is relevant to such calcu
tions.

To explore the influence of different sequential dec
schemes on isoscaling, the same systems described a
(A15168, Z1575 and A25186, Z2575) are calculated
with the more widely used SMM code of Botvina@14–17#.
This version of SMM has a simplified description of secon
ary decay@16,17#; excited light fragments (A,16) undergo
fermi breakup while heavier fragments decay by evapora
light nuclei. Figure 5 shows the isotope ratios before a
after the sequential decays. The primary yield ratios~upper
panel! show the trends as predicted by Eq.~1! but the heavier
isotopes (Z>5) in the final yield ratios~bottom panel! are
not as well behaved. This can be attributed to the simplifi
sequential decay treatments used. The best fit paramete
Eq. ~1! are listed in the figure. Predictions from the best
parameters are plotted as dashed and solid lines. The line
not describe the predicted ratios after sequential decay

FIG. 4. Differential multiplicities atuCM590° for carbon~top
panel! and oxygen~bottom panel! isotopes as a function of the mas
number. Closed points are predictions if the sequential decay in
mation from Ref.@13# where the sequential decay table truncates
Z510, is used. Histograms are predictions when the structure
formation in Ref.@13# is extended toZ515 @20#.
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~lower panel!. However, the fitted values fora are little al-
tered by sequential decays while the fitted values forb are
changed greatly.

III. EXPANDING EMITTING SOURCE MODEL

In this section, we examine the EES model@31# that pro-
vides an alternative description of multifragmentation. T
EES model utilizes a rate equation formula similar to t
evaporation formalism. The emission rate of fragments w
3<Z<20 is enhanced when the residue expands to subs
ration density. Within the context of this model, the neutr
scaling parametera can be described analytically an
can provide some physics insight regarding the symme
energy@7#.

Figure 6 shows the relative isotope ratios predicted

r-
t

n-

FIG. 5. Predicted~symbols! relative isotope ratios,R21(N,Z),
for the same systems as in Fig. 3, using the SMM code of R
@16,17#.

FIG. 6. Predicted~symbols! relative isotope ratios,R21(N,Z),
for the same systems as in Fig. 3, using the EES code of Ref.@31#.
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ISOSCALING IN STATISTICAL MODELS PHYSICAL REVIEW C64 054615
multifragmentation processes by the EES model@31# for the
systems,A15168, Z1575 and A25186, Z2575. Even
though chemical potentials are not a theoretical ingredien
the EES model, the predicted isotope ratios display isos
ing similar to Eq.~1!. As in the case of the SMM calculation
of Refs. @16,17#, isoscaling is more rigorously observed b
the primary yields. Some of the deviations from isoscal
obtained with the final yields may be caused by inaccura
in the treatment of sequential decays. For example, the
model includes structural information mainly for low ma
nuclei and no information about the unstable particle sta
for any but the lightest nuclei. Even so, the scaling para
eters obtained before and after sequential decays are not
different.

To understand the origin of isoscaling in the EES a
proach, we must examine the EES fragment emission r
Similar to the formalism of Friedman and Lynch@32#, statis-
tical decay rates in the EES model are derived from deta
balance following the Weisskopf model@29#. When the rela-
tive rates are dominated by emission within a particular w
dow of source mass or source temperature, the relative yi
are directly related to the instantaneous rates

dn~N,Z!/dt}T2 exp~2Vc /T1N fn* /T1Z fp* /T2B/T!,
~3!

whereVc gives the Coulomb barrier, and the termsf n* and
f p* represent the excitation contributions to the free ene
per neutron and proton, respectively. The factorB
5BE(Ni ,Zi)2BE(Ni2N,Zi2Z)2BE(N,Z) reflects the
separation energy associated with the removal of the iso
(N,Z) from the parent nucleus, here denoted by the subsc
‘‘ i .’’

When constructingR21(N,Z), some terms, such as th
binding energy of the emitted isotope,BE(N,Z), cancel out
in the ratio, simplifying the analysis of the dependence
R21(N,Z) on N andZ. If the daughter nucleus~N,Z! is much
smaller than the parent nucleus~Ni ,Zi! we can expand the
differences in the binding energies of the residues with n
tron numberNi2N and proton numberZi2Z in a Taylor
series as follows:

BE~N22N,Z22Z!2BE~N12N,Z12Z!

'aN1bZ1cN21dZ21eNZ. ~4!

Where a, b, c, d, and e are coefficients of the Taylo
series. Empirically, the coefficients,c, d, ande of the higher
terms in N2, Z2, and NZ are surprisingly small. One ca
approximate the binding energy difference with the two le
ing order terms that depend on the difference in the pro
and neutron separation energies between the two system
and 2, i.e.,a52Dsp andb52Dsn . Assuming for simplic-
ity that the residues for systems 1 and 2 have the s
charge,R21(N,Z) can be written as follows:

R21~N,Z!}exp@~2Dsn1D f n* !N/T1$2Dsp1D f p*

1eDF~Zi2Z!%Z/T#, ~5!

whereF(Z) is the difference between electrostatic poten
at the surface of residue 1 and residue 2.D f * is the differ-
05461
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ences in free energy for the two systems. Aside from
second order term from the electrostatic potential, which
small for the decay of large nuclei, all terms in the expon
of Eq. ~5! are proportional to eitherN or Z, resembling Eq.
~1!. The corresponding scaling parametersa andb are func-
tions of the separation energies, the Coulomb potential
small contributions from the free excitation energies.

In general, the contribution from free energy is found
be much smaller than the contribution from the separat
energy. This is particularly true for systems of compara
mass and energy but differentN/Z ratio. Moreover, the vol-
ume, surface, and Coulomb contributions to the separa
energy largely cancel if the masses of the parent nuclei
similar, leaving the difference in symmetry energies alone
the dominant contribution toDsn . The symmetry energy
takes the form

Esym5Csym~N2Z!2/A5Csym~A22Z!2/A. ~6!

The change in neutron separation energy between the
systems can be approximately obtained by taking the der
tives in Eq.~6! with respect toN,

a52Dsn /T'4Csym@~Z1 /A1!22~Z2 /A2!2#/T. ~7!

In terms of the isospin asymmetry parameter,d i5(Ni
2Zi)/Ai ,

a52CsymDd~12 d̄ !, ~8!

whereDd5d22d1, andd̄5(d11d2)/2. Equation~8! shows
how a depends on the asymmetriesd i of the two systems.
This dependence leads to a nonlinear dependence onN2 and
Z2 and a linear relationship between (Z2 /A2)2 and a for a
fixed system 1. In the EES model, the symmetry energy te
Csym, which takes the liquid drop value of 23.4 MeV@30#,
must be extrapolated to subsaturation density as the sy
expands, i.e.,Csym is density dependent. Measurements
R21(N,Z) may thus probe the density dependence of
symmetry energy as discussed in Refs.@7,20#.

IV. CANONICAL MODEL

To explore the relationship between the neutron and p
ton composition of the source (Z2 /A2) anda in the statisti-
cal multifragmentation models, we must perform calcu
tions with different sources. To simplify the discussions,
will use the two fitting parameters,a andb, which are the
average slopes of the lines in the semilog plot of isotope
isotone yield ratios, respectively, as shown in Figs. 3, 5, a
6. Since sequential decay does not affect the scaling par
eters strongly, we confine our exploration to the influence
the parameters on the primary distributions.

For these studies we use the statistical multifragmenta
model ~SMM-MCGILL ! @27# that adopts recursive tech
niques to shorten the time needed for a canonical calculat
We have compared the predictions of this canonical appro
to the microcanical model of Ref.@13#; the two approaches
provide similar predictions for the observables presented
low. There are also similarities between these two
5-5
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M. B. TSANG et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 054615
proaches and the predictions of the grand canonical
semble@26,33#.

Canonical model predictions for the temperature and d
sity dependences ofa are shown in the left and right pane
of Fig. 7, respectively. The calculations assume a fix
freeze-out density ofr0/3 in the left panel, and fixed tem
peratures of 4, 5, and 6 MeV in the right panel. The sa
systems,A15168, Z1575, andA25186, Z2575, are used.
Isospin effects decrease with increasingT. There is a signifi-
cant sensitivity to temperature at low temperature, but b
the sensitivity to temperature and the overall isospin eff
diminish at very high temperature. On the other hand,a is
less sensitive to the breakup density.

It is interesting to note that if one were able to constr
the temperature and density with experimental informati
the connection betweena and theN/Z ratio of the fragment-
ing system could be used to constrain the latter quantity. T
sensitivity is useful to constrain theN/Z of the fragmentating
subsystem~prefragment! if it is modified by the preequilib-
rium emission prior to breakup. Transport calculations p
dict that the relative neutron vs proton preequilibrium em
sion may be sensitive to the density dependence of
asymmetry term of the nuclear equation of state@34#. If so,
charge and mass conservation implies that observables
sitive to theN/Z of the prefragment may provide constrain
on the density dependence of this asymmetry term@20#.

The temperature dependence of the difference in chem
potentials,Dmn5aT andDmp5bT, is shown in the left and
right panel of Fig. 8, respectively. If the change in the chem
cal potentials for the two systems as a function of tempe
ture were the same, thenDmn andDmp would be constant.
Instead, we see a decrease in the differences between
chemical potential, with increasing temperature. Intere
ingly, there is a break in the slope atT55 MeV. There is
currently no satisfactory explanation for such a break. F
ther studies are needed.

Experimentally, a nearly linear relation between the ‘‘re
tive free neutron density’’r̂n5exp(a) and (N2 /Z2) ratio of

FIG. 7. Temperature~left panel! and density~right panel! depen-
dence of the scaling parametera. The sources used are the same
those in Fig. 2.
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the system 2, has been observed@2# over the range of
(N2 /Z2) from 1.24 to 1.48. To explore the origin of suc
dependence and to examine the dependence ofa on the sys-
tem size and the isospin composition, we kept our refere
system~reaction 1! fixed atA15168, Z1575 and performed
calculations on systems with different (N2 /Z2) values. The
results are shown in Fig. 9. Four groups of calculations
performed by either keeping source size constant atA2
5186 ~solid circles!, or A25124 ~open circles! or by keep-
ing the charge of the source constant atZ2575 ~closed
squares! or Z2550 ~open squares!. All four systems with
different source sizes lie along one curve. Thus, the sl
parametersa and, therefore, the isotope distributions are n

s

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the difference in neu
~left panel! and proton~right panel! chemical potentials obtained
from the canonical SMM calculations.

FIG. 9. The relative freen density,r̂n5exp(a), is plotted as a
function of theN2 /Z2 ratio of the source. A linear relationship i
observed over the range ofN2 /Z251.24 and 1.48, similar to the
experimental results. However, over a wider range, the depend

of r̂n on N2 /Z2 is not linear and the trend is well described by E
~9!. See text for details.
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sensitive to the system sizes and charges. They are m
dependent on the isospin composition, (N2 /Z2) or equiva-
lently on the isospin asymmetryd25(N2 /Z221)/(N2 /Z2
11), of system two. The experimental linear relationsh
between r̂n and (N2 /Z2) is observed approximately fo
(N2 /Z2).1.2. For (N2 /Z2),1.2, there is a concave curva
ture in r̂n , which is especially noticeable at smallN2 /Z2.
Instead of a linear relationship, the points in Fig. 9 are be
described by the solid curve of the form

a514.86@0.19932~11N2 /Z2!22#

514.86@0.19932~Z2 /A2!2#. ~9!

Comparing this formula with Eq.~7!, we see that relation
ship betweena and (Z2 /A2)2 predicted by the EES mode
is evident in the SMM calculations. IfT is taken to be 5
MeV, Eqs.~7! and ~9!, give a value ofCsym518.6 MeV as
compared to the liquid-drop model value,Csym
523.4 MeV @30#. Such dependence probably signals t
importance of the symmetry energy as the dominant con
bution toa in the SMM model code. Indeed, if the asymm
try terms to the binding energies of the nuclei are turned
in the SMM and EES calculations, the isoscaling behav
observed in Figs. 3, 5, and 6 disappear.

The SMM model code describes an instantaneous m
fragmentation process rather than a sequential bin
breakup process. Such relationship is perhaps reasonab
low excitation energy, where recent SMM model calculatio
@13# indicate thatmn andsn are closely related as expecte
At high excitation energy, the role of multifragment dec
l.

.
T.
o

F.
. B
d,
llo

,

.
a-

.

.

v

05461
nly

r

e
i-

ff
r

ti-
ry

at
s

configurations becomes important. There is no direct conn
tion betweenmn to sn a priori. It is thus intriguing to see tha
the isoscaling relationship of Eq.~1! is preserved and tha
Eq. ~7! is valid even at high excitation energies.

V. SUMMARY

We have calculated the isotope distributions fromZ51 to
Z58 particles using different multifragmentation mode
The simple factorization ofR21(N,Z) into the neutron and
proton ‘‘fugacity’’ terms has been demonstrated by all t
models studied in this paper. The relative isotope ratios
not affected very much by the sequential decays, so in th
statistical modelsR21(N,Z) reflects the isotope yield ratio
of the primary fragments. The isotope distributions are de
mined mainly by the isospin asymmetry of the emittin
source and to a lesser extent by the temperature of the
tem. For statistical models, it appears thatR21(N,Z) provides
an opportunity to study isotopic observables that are rela
to the primary fragmentation process. This may provide
cess to the early stages of the fragmentation process w
there may be sensitivity to the asymmetry terms of the eq
tion of state, which directly influence the neutron to prot
ratios of the intermediate emission source.
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